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Answers to these questions can be found in the “Goat Resource Handbook” 4-H 135R 

1. Parts of a Goat 

Label the parts from the words listed below. 

A- Neck D- Loin F- Dewclaw M-Bridge of Nose C-Pin Bone
N- Knee J- Stifle I- Rump E- Shoulder Blade L- Point of Shoulder
G- Chine B-Thurl H -Ribs K- Eschutcheon

2. Look in Chapter 15, when you are showing your animal there are certain tips to remember.

When in the ring, always keep the goat ________________ you and the judge.  You should

lead your animal from the  _________________ side and always switch sides by going

_________________ the animal.  You should not _________________________ off the

ground when presenting your goat to the judge.

3. In chapter 7, it lists two automated milking systems. They are:

____________________________    _______________________________ 

Beside automated milking facilities, there are also __________________________ facilities. 

4. In Chapter 2, there are two types of Fiber Goats, the  ______________________ and the

___________________.  The Angora goat grows fleece at a rate of ____________inch per

month and can produce ____________ pounds of mohair yearly when cared for properly.

A. ________________

B. ________________

C. ________________

D. ________________

E. ________________

F. ________________

G. ________________

H. ________________

I. ________________

J. ________________

K. ________________

L. ________________

M. ________________

N. ________________
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Answers to these questions can be found in the “Goat Resource Handbook” 4-H 135R 

5. Look in Chapter 6 to the discussion of Dehorning.  While most goats grow horns, some are 

naturually hornless or ______________.  It is usually for the goat’s _____________ that 

they are dehorned so not to injure themselves or others.  Plan to dehorn a kid when they are 

___________________old.  The easiest and most common method is to use an 

__________________________________.  

6. Look in Chapter 8 to find the selection criteria when selecting a meat goat. List the different 

criteria: ___________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________ 

7.  Chapter 9 defines the word mohair as _______________________.  Mohair is produced by 

the ___________________ breed while cashmere is produced by ____________________ 

to some degree. 

8. Look in Chapter 12, having ____________________are important for increasing profitability 

of a goat operation, even if you only have a few animals.  

 What things did you have to buy for your goat(s) for this year? 

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________ 

9. What did you learn about your goat this year that you didn’t know about before? 

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________ 

10. In chapter 13, look at how to properly administer animal drugs.  The bottle of medication 

should indicate one of these methods:  

______________________ ______________________ _____________________ 

List the different types of injectable methods: 

_________________________________________________________________________ 








